Testimonies
7EE ~ Keys of Self-Mastery
Since 2014, over 100 Students have Participated in the 7-Day Energy
Experience.
The following Testimonies have been submitted from those who have
Participated and Received from one or more of the 7-Day Energy
Experiences. Though their names remain Anonymous, their Hearts are
fully Exposed.
~ Please Enjoy ~
OMG Mama Mary, this 7EE energy is incredibly powerful. Every day is a
new experience. Day 1 was so strong on the third eye, colors and energy
swirling around, lucid dreams and I had Sai Baba come in my dream, but I
can’t remember the conversation. Day 3 sensations were out of this world,
penetrating deep into my being, creating all kinds of motions, mainly from
the Sacral to the Solar Plexus area like grips, twists and waves shooting up.
I actually felt fear grip my heart, as energy swirled in my chest etc. I kind of
believe that every negative emotion originates from fear and then manifest
in some form in the physical. There’s a long way for me to go to undo the
many knots, but I’m so happy that its happening. 1113 is so fascinating and
exciting, there’s so much to it. Every process is so impactful that I think more
time is needed to process each one. I wonder if it would be beneficial to go
through the processes again, after this 7 Days. Right now, I’m just humbled
to Receive this Grace, and Grateful to you for this Divine deliverance, you
are simply amazing – thank you so very much. Love you with all my heart
**********
This 7EE is very moving, lifting, elevating and with the greatest of ease. It
grounds your feet, warms your heart and opens your eyes. I felt each chakra
open and spin, I felt my crown chakra expand. My eyes fluttered and my
ears buzzed. I feel as though I stand taller and straighter💜 I feel more
rested and my heart is at peace! Thank you, Mary!!! I can't believe we're

done already...7 days flew by fast! I look forward to the next Journey and
lessons! Love and many blessings. Love, love, love you 💗

**********

What the Energy Experience is for me ~
This journey has lifted the veil of guilt, worry, shame and sadness. It has
literally enabled me to truly experience heaven on earth in my daily life. The
movement/change is palpable and profound. I feel a presence of wholeness,
peace, clarity and most of all, pure joy. I’ve always had this intention, this
dream of being free and feeling light as a feather. The journey has been a
long one, as many can agree, with its ups and downs, twists and turns and
false-starts, which has served its purpose. Now I get to just be. Just be. The
search is over. I have arrived.
With Infinite gratitude to Mary Martin and all of the sacred masters, guides
and angels that have never left my side.

**********
I had the most beautiful energy experience with Mary called “Unsealing the
Seven”. The journey was incredible & hard to describe in words. I felt I was
awakened & filled with love and had an instant healing. I felt connected to
something so vast & beautiful – I didn’t know what it was but I described it
as infinity. My body was buzzing & felt like it was singing & signing in Light
Language. Mary is so gifted - thank you Mary you are such a blessing to us
all. I’m filled with gratitude.
**********
Dear Mama Mary,
OMG Day 7 is sooo beautiful, so powerful, so heartfelt. We are truly
transforming. It sounds like there’s no more holding back, everything is
moving forward full speed. WOW it’s so exciting? We have been waiting
for this for eons and finally the time has arrived, when no one can ignore the

change that’s happening in and around us. I don’t think that I’m the same
person that I was 7 days ago. I feel like I have just been through a washing
machine and came out cleaner, fresh and revitalized.
My heart is yearning to pray with all it’s might. I used to do it years ago and
now the desire is reactivated.
**********

I have been asked to put into words the indescribable so read this with your
heart to fully understand what being with Mother Mary Martin means to me.
I believe that each time I am with Mother Mary Martin, it is “me” saying “Yes”
to Source and stepping forward to complete a project that I contracted to do
before being born into this lifetime.
Family members who are on the other side show up to help with the project.
My Higher Self and my Guidance Team show up to wake me up to memories
of other lifetimes that will assist with the current project. Healing on a
physical, mental, emotional and spiritual level occurs to raise my vibration
which also helps the project and filters into all levels, lifetimes, realities and
dimensions. The Fun, Laughter, Joy and Love that surround each time we
are together goes home with me and Blesses everyone I come in contact
with from then on.
To say that I am forever changed is putting it mildly. I personally choose to
be with Mother Mary Martin every chance I can, and I know that Gaia and
everyone and everything are also being Truly Blessed!

**********
Thank you, Mary! This is so fun and Expansive for me.
Words just don't quite describe the Changes in me that have taken place. I
am so much more joyful, and there is greater ease in my life. I love and
appreciate everything so much more and it's easy to meditate and be
present. I love myself and take care of self with joy. I am peaceful. I am
balanced. I am more in communion with the earth. I am enthusiastic about

life and living now. I acknowledge I am valuable and that what I bring to the
world is greater than what my mind can capture.
I love others so much, and this love flows, it's indescribable. And that's just
a "minute-amount" of the tremendous changes I AM experiencing with ease
and joy and glory. I feel like I know myself better. I'm so thankful beyond
words to know that I am a contribution to the planet and that I have many
Guides, Divine Family, who support me and I am loved and being assisted
to my Ascended Mastery. I am committed and willing and ready. It's like I
have something to live for now.
Thank you thank you thank you

**********

I have noticed my physical body feel lighter!
While going through this Seven Day Energy Experience, I have felt as if I
were above observing and not being affected by the daily routines!
The daily things were being taken care of, but I was not in control in a sense.
Finding joy and a light-hearted peace, with ease and a smile in between.
Thank you for sharing your knowledge.
Love and Light.

**********
I love it.
I am so grateful and honored to receive these blessings from on high.
I am remembered and now embraced by the human race from my Space of
Grace as I am now presenting . . . THE WHOLE Face in this beautiful place!

I trust and have faith that all of my favorite things shall now come to life as I
have left the strife and awakened to the beauty of being me, Eternally.
May the REAL adventure now begin .... my RETIREMENT from the old labor
that serves no more! As I am retiring with a nest egg of a GOLDEN
GARDEN, which sparkles with love, joy and peace in a never-ending cycle
of morning GLORY.
Each day my garden grows to reveal even more wondrous surprises to enjoy
and share as I so choose . . . and never again loose.
My Garden grows with love of self as well as help from a beautiful friend
named Mary!
GLORY BE, GLORY BE, GLORY BE to ALL of me! I am so blessed. And to
the remaining "meantime", I now present that to be miraculously
remembered as fun as it got me back to the ONE.
My true strength and gifts will be acknowledged as this "time" it will be shown.
I cared beyond more than they ever could know. I believe in me, and my oh
my, what a light I am to behold.
Ask me to show you the way, if you like, otherwise, I am happy to be here
enjoying my piece of Heaven on Earth.
Rejoicing in the thrill of solving the mystery and eliminating any memories of
misery. Onward & upward to light the way as we begin a new adventure
each and every day. I welcome and call now to my new love, friends and
neighbors, who will walk and talk with me, appreciating our newly,
rediscovered, Divine nature and finally living FREE. I am 33 forever young,
it is true. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.

**********
I recently participated in the 7-day Energy Experience with Mary Martin.
Previously, I took part in a number of remote energy transmissions with Mary,
but nothing compared to the most recent Experience. It was unlike any prior

contact. In fact, for me it really "began" before the 7 days had officially
"begun" and it was quite a ride.
The journey started midafternoon 3 days before the official start date when I
began to feel queasy and felt intense pressure in my sinus and forehead
area.
When leaving work for the day, I scrapped my earlier plans to attend my
regular class at the gym and headed straight home, ate a snack and then
slept for about 2 hours. When I awoke, I knew I needed a day of rest and
planned to stay home the following day. This was a wise decision, because
I literally ate, slept, awoke and then repeated this process for approximately
24 hours. During this time, I had a profound dream which set the stage for
the rest of my Experience.
I returned to work, resumed my normal activities, and continued on my
remote "journey" which from that point on involved smoother sailing, despite
a few unexpected waves! I think my healthy eating and exercise habits,
taking Epsom salt baths, and also trying the castor oil packs suggested by
Mary really helped.
Mother’s Day auspiciously fell approximately mid-point during this Energy
Experience and it supported a time of great personal healing dealing with my
2nd & 3rd chakra, and "Mother" issues (infertility, deceased beloved mother,
"step" issues, and creativity).
As I neared the official end of the journey I was feeling both at peace and at
the same time very strong physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually.
The last night of the journey I had another profound dream which
simultaneously brought closure to the entirety of the Experience and
supported a new vision moving forward. I am very grateful to Mary for offering
the Energy Experience and lovingly supporting others remotely. Thank you
for reading!

Divine Blessings to Thee
Mary Martin
Minister ~ Messenger ~ Medium
Spiritual Mastery Teacher-Healer of Earth’s Classroom.
Offering Transmissional-Teachings in the Keys of Self-Mastery, the I Am
Presence and the Return of the Divine Feminine.
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